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I. Introduction

The QCD approach to description of herd exclusive processes

has already its decade history. During this time period an

essential advance has been achieved both in understanding of

physics at parton level and in the QCD quantitative analysis.

It has been proved that factorization of hard processes at dis-

tances of order Q~ (Q is the large momentum transfer) and the
-/ -I

soft one occurring at uQ distances ( Mo is a typical had-

ronic mass scale) is true in many interesting examples. Rigorous

asymptotic results for meson and baryon formfactors were obtai-

ned and it turned out that both operator expansion and the parton

picture widely used beforehand in the QCD analysis of hard pro-

cesses are useful in this class of problems and mutually comple-

ment one another. It is not our aim to review here all basic
1—4.achievements in this field and refer the reader to refs.

which clearly present main features of the asymptotic perturba-

tive approach to the analysis of exclusive formfactors. The

detailed references on the subject considered can be found in

the*"review 1 .

In spite of a serious theoretical progress the situation

with description of exclusive formfactors in QCD cannot be con-

sidered as satisfactory. This is because of difficulties which

encounter when attempting to describe the experimental data for
pion and nucleon exclusive formfactors, two-photon exclusive

processes J at moderate momentum transfer, Q St 3*20 GeV. Jueyt

totic formulae cannot correctly describe the experiment and

therefore it is necessary to find a source of large correctior

to them. There «re two logical possibilities: firat, the low-
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energy hadron кате functions can strongly differ from asymptotic

ones and, second, there can be large corrections which are sup-
n

pressed by Q powers in comparison with the leading twist terms. /

The first possibility was studied in refs. »' where wave funct- \

ion moments are found by the sum rule method. It was asserted in i

these papers that using the values of moments obtained one can

build the model low-energy wave functions and thus all the diffi-

culties encountered with can be eliminated. !Phe authors of refs.

adhere an another opinion and showed that the available

experimental data on pion and nucleon formfactors can be explain-

ed by a mechanism without hard gluon rescattering. Such contri-
o

butione ere negligible at high Q but in the moderate energy

region considerably exceed the leading twist term. One more

important result has been obtained in where it was shown that

the first two-particle twist 3 power correction also exceeds the

leading twist term for the pion electromagnetic formfactor. Thus,

in such a situation there are no doubts that the problem of a

complete analysis of the power corrections in exclusive processes

is very important.

She possibility of existence of large power corrections is

one of the reasons prompting this investigation. Another problem

is the calculation of the amplitudes of processes suppressed in

QCD by additional Q
2
 powers due to helicity flip

 1 2
»

1
3

 # a e

7?РУ formfactor can be an example of such a process. In

this paper we propose an algorithm which allows one to get the

results for a wide class of power corrections and suppressed

amplitudes in terms of finite number of well-defined wave funct-

ions. We will use the operator expansion technique which is

more preferable than the parton approach in higher twists. It
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«ill Ъе clear from further consideration that the expressions

tor power corrections сад Ъе obtained in the form analogous to

the leading twist term. Note also that in what follows we die- :

cuss only factorisable power corrections while nonfactorizable •'..

contributions are away from our analysis. ? J
|<

The power corrections at high momentum transfer in QCD I

were first considered in where general problems related to

description of such processes were studied. Afterwards some
1Ц-1Й

problems on higher twist effects were considered in but

the most impressible results were obtained in '
 c
 where the

theory of power corrections to deep inelastic scattering was

developed. As for the leading twist, it turned out to be possib-

le to use the operator expansion technique and in some sense

the parton interpretation. The operator expansion with the

account of twist 4 operators was found in * for the two eleCt-

romagnetic current product. The basis operators used in

were non-adequate to parton picture and for this reason, the

new, so called transverse basis was introduced in which

admitted a more physical interpretation of power corrections.

In the transverse basis the first power correction in deep

inelastic scattering is completely defined by transverse deg-

rees of freedom of quark and gluen fields. The authors of this

works demonstrated also that both these basts are equivalent*

There are a few works in which there were attempted to

calculate power corrections to exclusive process amplitudes.

As it was already mentioned, the correction to the pion form-

factor following from the pseudoscalar channel has been calcu-
'•' 1 1

lated in » The corrections to pion formfactors were also

investigated in
 1
»

 г г
 . and the rigorous result for the first

i



о
power correction to the /Г^У formfactor at equal virtualiti-

es of photons was derived ±n •* . Ош- approach to the hi&er

twist effects is close to that used in to analyse the low-

eat structure function momenta and which intensely used the

fixed point gauge for the classical gluo» field and calculat-

ions in coordinate space» We generalize this method applying

to calculation of exclusive amplitudes and hope that it will

be sufficiently effective for папу related problems»

She work IK or.-̂ cJiized es : oil own. In See» 2 the general

method of calculation of power corrections in the coordinate

space anfi the relationship with the parton picture are discus-

sed» As аи illustration we introduce twist 3 and 4 wave funct-

ions for 7Г -meson which generate the power corrections in

the processes involving it. We present the method to derive all

the relations between, wave function moments which follow from

the classical equations of motion* General, features of infrared

divergences arising in higher twists are outlined.

I» Sec.3 we consider different aspects of twist 3 analysis

on an example of /7" -meeon wave functions» The relation between

moments of twist 3 wave functions are written and it is shown

that three-particle functions completely fix the form of two-

particle ones. It is demonstrated that the conformal properties

of the operator* in QCD axe very important for investigation

of the mixing problem in the leading logarithmic approximation.

General statements about the operator mixing are confirmed by

direct calculation for operators with the lowest conformal spin.

The system of twiet 3 wave function *faich Is in an agreement

with the equations of motion and with «normalization group

has heen built*
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In Sec.4 we discuss the problems existing for twist 4-

wave functions for 7-meson.It is shown that there are some

difficulties with application of conformal argumentation and

the system of equations for the moments is derived.The charac-

ter of the asymptotic regime approach for different wave func-

tions is discussed and possible system of twist 2-4 wave func-

tions is found.

The power corrections to the ^УУ formfactor asymptotics

are considered in Sec.f.Iir is shown that the power correction

from d*4 condensate<£> is absent.The correction from < Ifc'*r>

vacuum condensate is found with an unexpected Q -dependence

when one of the photons being real.The presence of logarithmic

divergences on parton variables in the final answer for the

first correction is proved.The result for the first correction

2 Z 2Ъ

in Ay
 S
9 ) L case coincides with that obtained in .For the

case with one real photon the result for the correction is

found at a certain choice of twist 4- wave functions,the cor-

rection from interaction with the quark condensate being of

the same order and of the opposite sign.We discuss also the

accuracy of the approximation used and it seems to us that

there are no large power corrections for the formfactor at

hand.

In Conclusion we briefly discuss the basic results and

outline the most essential problems to be solved.

2. Analysis of Higher Twist Effects in Coordinate Space

Our analysis will be based on the operator expansion method

so far effectively used for investigation of hard processes.

There are two types of expansions in the formfactors problem.

The If** formfactor and the electromagnetic pion formfactor

I)

I



б ,

can Ъе examples of such expansions» In the first case the ope- i

rator expansion for the two electromagnetic current product is=

of a standard form «hicb is schematically shown in Pig.1. The

second type expansion Is shown in Fig.2 but its status in per- '

turbation theory is quite different. In twist 6 corrections it j

is apparently invalid because of exuatence of mechanism shown

in Pig.3 which destroys factorization* It is believed however

that for twist 4 correction factorization is true and the ope-

rator expansion can Ъе applied*

The main advantage of the operator expansion is a possibi-

lity of dividing processes at small and large distances* Intro-

duction of normalization point U is a necessary element of

an approach which defines the boundary between two regions. In

the diagrams at hand the virtual momenta with 0, > И are

2L 2.

ascribed to expansion coefficients while those with cr, <M

to siatrix elements of the local operators. In the simplest case

of the two-current product the operator expansion can Ъе written

in the following fora

(1)

where C
n
 are coefficient functions, 0

n
 are the local operators

regularized in a definite way at U~ scale of distances. It

is assumed that the intervals .X
 z
 are close to zero and thus

the expansion in the powers of singularities -X (^
 >

C

and t«. OS has the ввпвт which corresponds tie—the power cor-

rections in different amplitudes.

Let us discuss main difficulties arising when including

into game the nonleading twists. One of them exists already at

the tree level and turns out to be rather serious from the
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technical point of Tiew» The matter 1л the method of calculation

of coefficient function» and the choice of a definite basis

in an oyercompleted system of higher twist operator*. Since the

power dependence In exclusive amplitudes ia determined by the

twist of the corresponding operators there exists also the prob-

lem of sunning up an infinite number of operators with the ввхв&

twist but of a different dimension into finite number of кате

functions* On the quantum lerel a new feature is the logarithmic

iHTfye between operators with different number ot constituent

fields.In higher twists the power effects in renormalisation

group equations are also possible»

She latter question was not studied in detail and so we

restrict ourselres by a few remarks in this respect» The power

dependence of operators on normalization point takes place in

general in different renormalieation schemes, for example, in

the Pauli-Willars oae. It is usually assumed that such a depen-

dence in an operator expansion cancels at mutual account of

Z

U dependence of operators anS coefficient functions which is

confirmed by direct calculations In exactly solvable models .

A more pragmatic point of view Is also possible to assume all

the loop calculations to be always performed In dimensional

Z

regularlzation while posltire и powers do not emerge at all.

Generally speaking, when including all twists the operator

mixing with negatire M powers may not be forbidden, for

example.
(2.2)

where Og is the twist 2 operator, 0^ is the twist 4 operator

Y^ - ia a constant* At high norsaliBation points such an
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effect «••me to Ъ* inraacntial and on* can hop* -that cbeosing

U to be equal to a few GeV one gets a sufficient power

suppression /%y where U
o
 is the hadron scale (.#„* 0.5

GeT
2
}. On the other hand, in the Pauli-Willare regularization

•eheme U cannot be choeen тегу large since perturbatiTe

' f 2
power terme of the type// in the operator Q begin to prerail

over nonperturbatiTe ones leading to noncontrollable situation.
Z

It can be expected that there is a "idjidow" of И ralues

which are convinient to aroid both difficoltiea. bet ns note

that the situation at hand is analogous to that in the sum rule

method
 2
^ where the existence of such a "window" is necessary

for selfconsiatency of the method.

Now we proceed to discussion of the calculation method of

the coefficient functions in operator expansion, к neeeesary

step is the gauge choice for the gluon field and as will be seen

from the foilowl Tig analysis» an appropriate choice will elimi-

nate diffuculties, Те will intensely apply the background field

26
formalism and thus it is conTenient to dlTide the gluon

field into classical and quantum parts:

A*~
where Аи satisfies the classical equations of motion and

CLu *•• the field of quantum fluctuations around Аи «

Рог external momenta Л *-// wheye u
Z
 is the normalisat-

ion point for tiu quantuB corrections are absent by definit-

ion. It is useful to introduce rarioue gauges for classical and

quantum field* because of the following gauge inrarlance:



л;
(2.4)

where U is the matrix from the gauge group. We choose the

gauge conditions in the form

ijAp ,
 (2

.
5)

which ere admissible due to (2.4). The gauge (2.6) is a parti-

cular case of the o»atour gauge» considered in . The expli-

cit expression for Ди through the gauge invariant tenzor

and the possibility of replacing usual derivatives by covariant

ones:

( 2 Л )

( 2
-

8 )

Г: are the main advantages of this gauge. In accordance with (2*6)

the usual gauge factor for nonlocal operators is trivialized,

:• for example,

г
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Let us also write the quadratic in quantum field terms of

lagrangian which define propagators in the external field:

where D containes the classical gluon field.Graphically the

propagators in the background are presented in Pig.4.In what

follows we will use (2.7)-(2.10) when calculating the coeffi-

cient functions in the operator expansion.

Let us remind the way for summing infinite number of local

operators into wave functions..for example,the origin of the

• asymptotic leading twist pion wave function from nonlocal

operator can be traced from:

(г

where we used the renopmalization group properties of the opera-

tors ̂ i j ^ X
1
"

3
 and the fact that in the leading twist )

<0
\^\s%^Jt-U> ~~ ?»?«.<"• р+ъ -At analysis

of the higher twist terms in operator expansion two approaches

'I
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are, generally speaking, possible. la the first, the coeffici-

ent functions for the loe». operators ere immediately calcula-

ted. Sine* the higher twist operator system is overcompleted

• the equations of motion are applied to exclude th» super-

?U/DU£> terms and only on the last stage the local operators in

this approach are summed into «are functions» The every step

in view encounters with great difficulties but the most serious

ia the division of operators into тете functions since, unlike

the leading twist operator», e.g., ^Т^ЪяХ and "^ D&tU,r

do not already correspond to one and the same wave function.

In the second approach considered in this work, the opera-

tor basis is not fixed and we get the "operator expansion" for

nonlocal operators of th. type ^(o) ФО*), ^(o) &(%) ?i?(x)

from th* тегу beginning. The matrix element* of «тегу nonlocal

operator defines a few ware functions which arc linear depen-

dent. In what follow* we will chow that th* equations of motion

result In quit* definite relationship between them. i. relative

simplicity of getting power corrections in term* of war* funct-

ions is the main advantage of this approach» which will b* de-

monstrated on an example of the power correction* to ^t

formfacter asymptotic*.

It should be emphasised that th* employing of the gang*

(2.6) i* of great importance in our consideration. This ia du*

to th* fact that th* operator* and coefficient function* in th*

operator expansion should be gauge-invariant and only relations

of the type (2.9) enable on* to work rather simply with nonlo-

cal objects. In particular» in th* axial gauge which la also

a particular case of th* contour gaug*,nonlocal operator

with th* account of nonleading twist* i* not gaug* Invariant.

This makes th* analysis ••••ntially complicated and w* did not
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succeeded in constructing an effective algorithm for studying

higher twists in this gauge.Note that in ~ the operator

expansion for deep inelastic scattering has been obtained

taking into account twist 4 operators arid therefore it is

possible for this gauge to be useful when discusrii.g form-

factor problems.

Let us illustrate the general scheme on an example of

meson.Wave functions up to twist 4 are cf the foil oi-. ing form:

С2.-/7)
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The renorraalization point ti is introduced in (2.12)-(2.21)

because nonlocal operators which arise when expanding the non-

local ones into series in coordinate are not renorminvariant.

The QCD coupling constant Q is introduced into defi-

nition of. vJrMj t and a are generator and symmetric

structure constant respectively.Note that there is no twist 4-

wave function corresponding to the operator V*GCr 3r with

the antisymmetric structure constant f .The wave function

(2.12) originates from t-2 operators,(2.13) from t*3 ones and

the other from t*4 operators(t is the twist).The dots stand
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for war* functions vita t > 4.

The origin of several wave function» from one Ecnlocal

operator can Ъе explained in the language of local operators.

To this end it ie convenient to consider the following matrix

element:

(2.22)

where three tensor structures correspond to different wave

functions in (2.12)* When considering the twist 2 and 4 wave

functions additional derivatives in the operator with reepect

to (2.22) lead to momenta only. Functions Уд and Yg ori-

ginate from quark transverse nomenta in ncson. To demonstrate

this fact, let us first differentiate (2.12)

г л /•• \

and put X ~ 0 (Xj.P-0) • A s * '•вц1* я<? hare

Ifote that in the parton picture
t
 to obtain the corrections from

iO if) iJ&sl^u&Cs

functions 5̂ 4 an* Jg <я>
е
 shouldTquarlcs with nonzero

transverse momenta A^ (^Р~о) and take into account the first

terms of expansion of the hard block on k^ *

The wave functions in coordinate and momentum representation

are connected in a standard way:

where ̂  .,. Xю вх* coordinate variables-, IT denotes the type of

a wave function and 0u
j
 stands for the expressiona wave function and 0u stands for the expression

\~\ oil}
1
 О (^~ ^ </; ) .If we restrict ourselves

4 /J j»f<?
J
 /
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Ъу the function» with t ̂  4, then К~&,3,Ц • We will not appeal

to parton picture and thus it la assumed that all of the funct-

ions $Lty/M*) «fie» analogously to (2.11) and the treatment

of V\ a* a fraction of meson noroentun carried by the i-th

parton is not, generally «peaking, neceeearye Bat sometimes we

•nail us* the term "parton variable" for V • The majority

УЬ(ч.)
 aT

* normalised Ъу the condition

fy •»* *be functions $
A2/
 %

3
 %

A

Ъу the condition <!/,-&> -£ Ъесапве of negatire C-parity

of the lowest dimension operators from the corresponding series.

Hereafter, the variables «£ V^ belong to quarks fields and the

soients are defined as follows

(2.26)

The C-parity of the local operators fixes the symmetry proper-

ties due to which the functions ^АгЫ),^АЪ (ч) tfsA fy)

must be antisymmetries! with respect to replacing у **Jfz,

while the other functions must be syometrieal• It is also evi-

dent that functions JIAM * JVA(4/
 ате

 вУ™
0
**^**! with res-

pect to % ***Уи where У
3
 V^ in the first case are gluon vari-

ables and in the second - quark ones.

The approaches developed to analyse the properties of

low-energy leading twist wave function are also applicable

for nonleadisg twists. There is, however, an essential differ-

ence due to relationship between the higher twist functions

according to classical equations of motion. Besides, one should

take into account the quantum mixing between different operator

series» We will show that the equations of motion are rather

an effective tool for studying both classical and quantum pro-
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? perties of operators.

j Thue, we need the method of fineing a complete system of

!
 relations following from equations of motion. We will explain

i
the recipe,proposed on an example of the functions (2.12}-(2.21).

j Let us consider the identities
!

I
D
 -ъЪр'Ррб'д/ггУ^О ,

 (2
,
27)

л

(2.28)

I

- о,
 (2

.
29)

(2
'
3O)

where ^BP are eplnor ind*r*s, m i s the light quark aiaae,

Q. -.£.(> /2. • Bquatioo» (2.27)-(2.30) seen to be

ralid en the classical level according to equations of motion

and tc Byanlci identity* Moreover, as was shown in 1* , they are

also fulfilled on the quantum lerel and we shall use this pro-

perty in what follows*

The recipe of treating the equations (2.27)-(2.30) is the

following* At first one should to apply the Viers identities

for indeaces <*C and p , then substitute the expressions

(2.12)-(2.21) for nonlocal matrix elements and perform the

differentiation desired* To obtain relationships between funct-

ions with t £ 4 it ie sufficient to put &yt=o after differ-

entiation» Turning to functions in the momentum repreeentation

and comparing the terms with powers (Кр) (ур) one gets an in-

finite number of relationaVdefined In (2.26) • After applying
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the Fierz transformation, there are, generally speaking, & few

independent tenzor structures and thus one can obtain different

relations between moment» from only one initial equation (2.27)-

(2.30). Рог example, the equation (2.27) leads to three relat-

ions for the momenta of function» (2.12)-(2.21) while every

equation (2.28)-(2.30) to one relation»

The equations with t»4 «are functions contain t=2 terms

multiplied Ъу J"^ and t«3 terms multiplied by the quark mass.

r
'ns шавв term in (2.27) for . O~. can be neglected as it leads

to small corrections inlike the 7Г -meson case. Let us once

more emphasize that we use the fixed point gauge and therefore

the gluon field in covariant derivatives is expressed through

tension according to (2.7) and bilocal operators in (2,27^-

(2.30) are gauge-invariant. Equations (2.27)-(2.30) will be

discussed in detail in the next sections where we obtain the

solutions for the low twist pion wave functions in different

approximations•

Let as now consider the questions arised when including

the t > 4 wave functions into analysis* Such functions may have

different origin. First the t ? 4 operators emerge at increa-

sing the number of constituents, for example, operators of the

type 7t*&&G-lk result in the second power correction to the

ff" -meson formfactors. Second, the account in <2.12)-(2.21)

of the terms with additional, with respect to written ones,

powers of x
2
 or y

2
, results in an analogous effect. And, fina-

lly, twist of the operators can b* increased due to taking

into account different vacuum condensates < & > < ^ z ^

which was discussed In . Such an effect bfeeoaass essential in

general cas» at t«6 level when_±n the operator expansion t* sre

are eesential th« s*ries G
Z
 VjvJr 2>*& and V ^ ^
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•which correspond» to "Interference" of condensate <& > with

t»2 function* and of condensate < 7p "ф> «1th t«3 functions.

In anomalous саам the effects of Interaction with condensates

may hare a store weak power suppression which will Ъе shorn for

ft J-A- formfactor «ben one of the photons is real»

For faetorisable higher power correction* the scheme of

analjeie for the operator eerie* is the same as for the descri-

bed above* То get relationship between the moment* of high twist

function* one should retain in eg*.(2.27)-(2.30) the proper

number of z and j power*. Additional equations can Ъе obtain-

ed when multiplying the equations of motion and Byenki identity

by gluon and quark operators £aken at noncoinciding points:

(2.31)

The Lorenz ind«#ee which ar» sot explieitlj written Is (2.31),

can be arbitrary. Shoe* there are so difficulties for getting

expression* for factorised higher correction* 1л a etandard

form containing integral* with finite somber of war* function*

in paxton Tarlables* Ihifortunaly, nowadays It is Impossible to

estimate *uch correction* because the low-energy matrix element*

of higher twiat operator* are unknown.

So far we aroided the problem of conrergenee of the opera-

tor expansion for different meaon forafactor*. It la crucial

for the approach aa a whole. A* has been originally shown la

, the operator expansion eerie* direrge* at least logarith-

mically when calculating the power correction to the pion form-
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factor aayaptotica. On the parton level that» ulT*rg*ne*a •ani-

feat thenaelTes in «dating of Integral* of th* typ* J € %
о 'q

where V ia « paxton variable. If calculations are performed

in coordinate apaea, th* logarithmic divergence* aria* at large

X+ or Af. «her* X
+
 X^ «re the light eon* rariablee, i.e.

it la of infrared nature. Infrared singularities in higher

twists exist alao for simple expansion of the type 2.1 which

«ill be analysed in Sec.5.

Infrared loagrithma are not of a great danger by Tirtue

of natural cute in the integrals. She cut factor

where У14*1 i* the initial (final) parton variable stems from

taking Into a eeount the double-logarithmic correction to hard

block. Ita ahojfeoming ia the restriction / j ^ y

(Ъ«9, j ^ ж 100 HeV) to be fulfilled which ia necessary for

selconaiatency of the approach. Та the interesting energy region '
i

where power corrections are essential, •& "̂  a , and it ie dif-

ficult to estimate the accuracy of approximation» Another cut
1 M^"

discussed in is due to presence of snail corrections о"ь

in hard propagators. Aa to th* numerical results, both the

cuts lead to the same estimate* for divergent integrals.

The situation drastically changes in the presence of power

singularities which affect th* power behaviour» Indeed, for the

integrals discussed we have

Г

J I MV (2.32)

and thus there is a possibility for the "power corrections" to

hare the same Q
2
 dependence aa in th* leading twi*t tern. Th*

rough estimate of th* double logarithmic cat result* in a do**
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-г

J power dependence but exact «xpressionbannot be obtained

because in that ease of importance are the nonleading logarith-

mic logarithm*. It «111 Ъе «деш that In the first power cor-

rection for the П~ >У formfactor power divergences are abaeat

as «are functions vanish sufficiently rapidly at the boundary

of the phase space. From our point of view the situation is

general enough and there are no power singularities for arbit-

rary twist in corrections which are not connected with conden-

sates.

Condensate corrections can Ъе sources of power singulari-

ties* since, for example, the interaction with K& > in Fig.5

results in additional factor J/ ( у is a parton variable}

which intensifies the singularity of Integrals* Once the power

correction arised, the gluon propagator in Pig.5 bcomes soft

из.
because the integrals are absorbed into у "̂  Q% region.

That is why, following the operator expansion logic, one should

unclose the propagator and consider gluon fields as vacuum ones,

(See Pig.6a). In doing so, factorisation automatically breaks

and to calculate the contribution of Fig.6a one should know

the icf" explicit dependence of the wave function i

It can Ъе readily seen, in the summary contribution of Fig.6 .

the Q term cancels because of absence of the terms —*=
О Q

at the QCD sum rule analysis of the pion formfactor ' . Thus,

it can be expected that power singularities are also absent in

corrections due to interaction with condensates» Те hope to

investigate the problem in view in a separate publication.

Concluding this Section we note that the method proposed

for analysis of dynamical effetes due to higher twists can be

applied to a wide class of processes involving mesons and bary-

ц

I;
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one* It can Ъе also oaefol for calculation of power correct-

ions In deep inelastic scattering.

3, Twist 3 Ware functions

In this and In the next Sections we will study general

properties of twist J-{f ware functions on an example of the pion

ware functions• Our final goal is the construction a twist 2-4

ware function system which agrees with equations of motion

«л/
1
 with reaormalisation group. The system to be built should

Ъе considered ae a possible model but its meaning as regards to

low-energy reality needs much additional work. The most promis-

ing among nonperturbative methods applied is the sum rule one

and the lattice calculation and it can be hoped that informat-

ion on the low-energy higher twist functions would Ъе obtained

in the near future. In any case general methods we will demonst-

rate are important when deriving the low-energy ware function

system*

The crucial point for the further consideration is the

validity of eqs.(2.27)-(2.30) on the quantum level which has

been confirmed in
 1
* for expressions of the type ^ {

m 0, i.e. the corresponding local operators can be normalised

at the sane but arbitrary noraaliiation point. In the situat-

ion when the change <pj-»<(?J is made the proof is practically

the same and wt refer the reader interested to the paper men-

tioned. Hot* that in the 7T° -channel there exists a quantum

anomaly for the axial current in equation of motion bat additio-
f

nal terms connected with it will be neglected due t» suppres-

sion by the factor oC » 1/137.

When tending the normalisation point to infinity for the

&
 operators in. «matiou«_of motion it can be expected a rise of

{ tb* asymptotic functions.
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Moreover, an important point la the multiplicative normalisat-

ion of conformal operators In the leading logarithmic approxi-

mation (see, e.g. * ). We will intensely use these properti-

es in the following consideration*

Let us now analyse the twist 3 plan wave functions» The

relation for the moments following from.2.27 is of the form

p

(3.1)

ft-
С

where we aubetitate the ralue G y - - ^ which follow* fro»

initial equation at n«2. We will «olre eq.(3.1) Ъу eonforaal

•pin iterations. As it was shown in , the operators

are confor»ally irre-

ducible in the pseudosealar channel where %6c) is the n-th

Legendre polynomial. She matrix elements of these operators in

the pion state are proportional to < Р

The conformal basis for three-particle operators is unknown bat

as will he seen* the conforaal spins of operators */•&>)}'<-%{— \Ф'

and 'V'GU&ys-G&o 3r A+Aa coincide» lo obtain the first

approximation it is convenient to put A«0 leaving only the ope-

rator with «1т?1тл1 conformal spin for twist 3 In this case

the equation can be solved exactly with the account of the evi-

dent properties < k > „ = * < ! • * > • = < ? *

* P J т

, (3.2)

i.e, for the functions (3.2) < Я^(%)>
р
 =<Сп($)>~0

where ^rv\f^)
 U f e G

«e*nbauer polynomials*
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Thus, the eolation (3.2) corresponds to the first approximat-

ion in conforms! moment, or, in ether words, to asymptotic wave

f«motion. %%>%%), fty&L).

Because of the absence of the interaction in this approxi-

mation it can Ъе expected for the function» (3.2) to arise in

a model where /Г -meson is considered as consisting of free

quarks and antiquark with momenta /C and tc , respeetiTelj :

У У

/,,->^/^yV//iC,;c> , (3.3)
° о

where у is an angle in the plane orthogonal to momentum p .

It is convenient to introduce the Sudakov variables:

(3.4)

where p is an additional null rector. The expressions for

bilokal matrix elements in each a model have the form

where f ia the corresponding Sine structure, o~ , & are

bispinors. It can be readily seen that

and thus the wave functions in this model do coincide with

those in (3.2). Hot* that to get function $
T
fac)vn& should

jxpand the term б up to /C^ and take into account the
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Z
numerical relation (3.4) for /C± .We shall return to the

free model in connection with the twist 4 function».

To obtain the functions of the next approximation it is

necessary to include three new operators 0
x
 -^^.(/фД(~)г *

l X ф'М)^ <f= 4^4" *****
renormalization. The admisEion iSnat the matrix ele-

ments of these operators in the pion state are nomranishing

and the higher conformal spin does not work corresponds to a

choice of three-particle ware function as asymptotic and of

two-particle ones as a sum of the lowest polynomials:

where &p ^r ol
1
 JL^ are constants. Substituting funct-

ions (3.7) into eq«(3.1) we get for n*2

( 3
*

8 )

and so (Zp^ л A • *b«o enalyeing the n-dependence for both

sides of eq.(3.1) the solution can be immediately found

(3.9)

Thus* we obtain the correct asymptotic three-particle ware

function which coincides with that obtained in in an Indepen-

dent way* The procedure proposed can be continued and the high-
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er conforms! epins should be taken into consifieretion. It is

important t'iat fixing the form of J^/pe) °ne getE the exact

result for <£(V) and ^ r6j) •
The model expression* for many low-energy twist 2 and 3

wave functions are presented in. ref * . IT seems to иг that

the accuracy of the results presented can Ъе hardly estimated

and higher dimensional corrections in the sum rules can signi-

ficantly change the results .That is -пЬ? we will use for the

r,3timates the simplest self consistent system (3.2) * Let us also

aote that the systems of twist 3 functions used in for 7f

and P mesons were in disagreement with equations of motion*

The situation with twist 3 P- meson wave functions is analo-

gous to that considered above excluding a slight complication

due to presence of five twist 3 functions.

Concluding the discussion of twist 3 functions we will

show the correspondence between renormalization mixing and the

equations of motion. The first nontrivial example is eq.(3.8)

for operators 0% , 0
c
 '

 t
 i. In the leading logarithmic

approximation the renormalization group equation for these

operators is of the following form:

P
 zc

A
-%cA

where the examples of the diagrame defining the n4-riTi
e
 matrix

are presented in Pig. 7. It is rath«r legitimate to calculate

the diagrams in Jig.7 in the frameworfc of conventional pertur-

bation theory and w» used a more adequaterJield
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It is «шу to obtain the multiplicatirely renormalizable ope-

rator:

oM *WI5f- i(fbj]p i - zi Фър и- G^ i 6^.СЗИ1)

It follows from equation of motion that <O I (/# [И; \

and rertormalization point can be chosen arbitrarily in acocor-

dance with the general statements considered before.

There exists one more interesting possibility of using

the equation of motion. If the higher polynomials tfitf) C^fe) (

are included into analysis one can attempt to obtain three par-

ticle operators necessary for eq.(3.1> to be fulfilled. Thus,

multiplicatirely renormalizable three-particle operators can

possibly be found not calculating the anomalous dimension mat-

rix. How~*ever, the analysis of trust 3 wave functions can be

by no means assumed as complete without determination of full

mixing matrix for twist 3 operators.

Fig 1. Sceraatic form of operator expansion ior the two currein

product: O/i, -local operator,contained к fermions and m bosons;

^> -block,defined coefficient functions C^ ; Л -

vertex of the interaction with the external source
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I

Fig 2.Scematic form of operator expansion for electromagnetic

fonnfactor

- quantuni gluon

- quark

*

Fig 3» an example of the nonfactorizable diagram for formfactor

— -- — — - classical gluon

I f

» + • • '

1 1
I i

I /

fig 4-.Propagators of the quarc and gluon ijj the external gluon

field

M

I I

Fig 5.'л example of the correction to the formfactor,originated

from the interaction with the condensate
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Fig 7.Diagrams,describing twist three operators mixing
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